Helicopter Rescue Hoist System

Benefits

- Pilot Fixed Speed Control
- Operator and Crew Variable Speed Control
- Cable Payout Indicator
- Multiple Hook Design Options
- Hover Trim/Search Light Control
- 600LB Load

Safety Features

- Mechanical Fail-Safe Brake
- Redundant Cable Cut Switches
- Thermal/Voltage Protection
- Redundant Limit Switches
- Reactive Overload Clutch (ROC)

Platform Support

Search & Rescue for variants of UH-60, CH-47, Eurocopter AS, Agusta Westland

Designed and manufactured by Breeze Eastern, the industry leader in helicopter hoist and winch systems to support the most challenging Search and Rescue (SAR) and Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) missions. The Breeze Eastern Rescue hoist are the reliable, light weight, high performance choice among OEMs and operators.

All Clear is proud to partner with Breeze Eastern to offer the rescue hoists systems and component support.